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Abstract
This research discusses communication strategy role in the process of building a
positive image and public trust toward the new public transportation system in
Jakarta, Mass Rapid Transit (MRT) Jakarta. This article examined how communication
strategy plays a strategical role during significant project phase. According to the
experience, differentiated communication tactics during different phases of project
can have an important role on public level of acceptance. Communication strategy
is very important because the MRT Jakarta is the first MRT system in Indonesia. It is
carried out by the government companies that are called PT MRT Jakarta. It is fully
funded by the government through Japanese loans. As a Public Project using the
state budget, MRT has always been in a public spotlight and vulnerable to be a hot
issue. Moreover, people are required to be patient waiting for the MRT through the
construction phase that would always bring the impact and changes for the community
(traffic jam along the corridor, land acquisition, etc.). From the service, MRT Jakarta
is also expected to be able to encourage people shift from private vehicles to public
transport. To achieve this, the company needs a comprehensive communication
strategy since the preconstruction & construction phase until the operation period. So
this research is attempting to explore MRT Jakarta Company communication strategy
to achieve those goals. Through qualitative descriptive method, research aims to find
if the Corporate Communication Division implements the effective strategy based on
the theory or not. This method systematically describes the communication strategy
formulated by MRT Jakarta Company. The research used interview method to collect
the data. From this research, we know that PT MRT Jakarta builds key messages,
chooses the campaign program, chooses the media tools and how the PR measures
for the success of the program.
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1. Introduction

Public relations is a strategic communication process that builds mutually beneficial

relationships between organizations and their publics (PRSA, 2011). It means Public

Relations is a management function that is responsible for building good relations with

the public.

In communication, public perception is the key to create an effective, efficient &

mutual understanding communication. Effective means the results meet/match the

expectation. Efficient means achieving goals with the minimal cost, time and per-

sonnel. The Newcomb’ ABX Model explained that a communication process will run

smoothly if both parties have the same understanding of an object. If the understand-

ing is not the same or the opposite, then the communication links between two sides

will not be harmonious and effective ([2], p. 248).

Figure 1: ABX Newcomb model.

In this model, A and B are considered as two different parties and both have an

understanding of an object that is called X. If A and B have the same view on X then

the communication link between A and B will be positive. Otherwise, if A and B have a

different view on X, then the relationship A and B will be negative. Differences not

only about opinion and dissent but also can be caused by differences information

owned by A and B. For example, A got more information than B, then it will make their

views on X will be different. Therefore, it can be concluded that the PR activities within

the organization aims to build public understanding of the organization and create a

good relationship between the organization and its publics so that relationship can be

established and maintained a positive image of the organization ([7], pp. 44-45).

This study will focus on the communication strategy of PT Mass Rapid Transit (MRT)

Jakarta. This company is owned by DKI Jakarta Provincial Government that responsible

for building and operating theMRT Jakarta System in Jakarta. The heavy rail-basedMRT

Jakarta will span ±110.8 km, consisting of the South-North Corridor (Lebak Bulus – Kota

Area) of about 23,8 km and the East-West Corridor of about 87 km. The Construction
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of south-north corridor that stretches along Lebak Bulus – Kota Area will be carried out

in 2 stages: (PT MRT Jakarta, 2016).

1. Stage 1 will be carried out to connect Lebak Bulus with Bundaran HI over 15.7 km

railway with 13 stations (7 elevated stations and 6 underground stations) which

is targeted to operate by 2018.

2. Stage 2will expand the South-North Corridor from Bundaran HI to Kota Area over

8.1 km railway, which will be constructed before Stage 1 operates and is targeted

to be completed on 2020. Feasibility study for this stage has been completed.

Today, MRT Jakarta is on progress to finish their 1𝑠𝑡 stages. As the public project

that fully funded by Japanese Loan, makes MRT Jakarta always be in the spotlight.

Everything they do is watched by the Government, NGO, Media and also Jakarta’s

Citizen. People asked them about transparency and waiting for their progress. During

this construction period, public faced by the traffic jam issue, land acquisition and

spectism about the project success. Besides that, MRT Jakarta is expected to be able

to encourage people shift from private vehicle to public transportation and ensure that

MRT Jakarta will be able to serve people with comfortable and reliable service.

This situation showed that people need a lot of information about the project from

what MRT is, why we need MRT, scope of its services, its construction progress, the

compensation of public land and so on. It means, the company needs a comprehensive

communication strategy to educate and gain people trust and mutual understanding.

Furthermore, this trust and mutual understanding can drive a positive image for the

company and its service.

So, the purpose of this study is to see How PT MRT Jakarta communication strategy

shape the positive image.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Effective communication

Communication is a process of changing people behavior to affect attitudes, opinions

and behavior when the communication is done communicatively (Holand, in [4]: 10).

Communication is successful and effective whenmessages were successfully received

by the message recipient ([4]: 11). Water Lippman in Effendy (2005: 11) said that effec-

tive communication is the communication that is trying to choose the right way to

make communicator’s idea/messages can be understood by the communicant.
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2.2. Communication element

Lasswell’s Communication element described through communication model:

Figure 2: Lasswell’s communication model.

According to Gamble (2002), Communication models depicted in a circle of commu-

nication where the message is the responsibility of the communicator. The message

can be delivered through one or more medium. In contrast with Laswell, Gamble adds

noise components in communications. Noise can come in the process of interaction

and influence communicators and communicant in delivering and receiving messages.

In essence, communication is what to say, words are used, voice, gestures and expres-

sions are performed in the communication process.

2.3. Public relations & communication strategy

Jefkins (2003) states that Public Relations (PR) always relatedwith the effort in creating

public understanding through knowledge. PR is a form of communication that is appli-

cable to all types of organizations in both the commercial and non-commercial, public

sector (government) and private sector. Jefkins (2003) stated that PR is defined as the

communication effort that is planned and sustainable in order to create, maintaining a

goodwill and mutual understanding between an organization and its public.

Belch & Belch (2012) said that public relations is a management function which

evaluates public attitudes, identifies the company’s policy against the public interest

and implement a communications program to gain public understanding and accep-

tance. Effective PR activities can only be achieved when implemented consistently

and continuously.

Communication Strategy is essentially a combination of a communication plan and

communication management to achieve goals (Effendy.2003. p. 301). Communication

program should answer this question: “Who Says What in What Channel To Whom With

What Effect?”
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The communication strategy will contribute to the overall corporate strategy, the

communication strategy should refer to the company’s strategy (Hoffjann, Juliana,

2012). However, the contribution of communication management to company’s strat-

egy is depend on the type of company [13]. Botan (2006) called a company strategy

with ‘Grand Strategy’ which is a strategy in policy level while the ‘Strategy’ is posi-

tioned at the level of execution/policy campaign.

Journal of Corporate Communication and Strategy in the Field of Projects [14] said

that in a project communication, Corporate Communication execute communications

strategy with specific objectives. The important thing is to build trust by reducing

the asymmetry information with the public. The communication strategy should be

designed differently based on the public (Internal & External public). Furthermore it

was said that in a project, communication strategy need to adjust based on the project

phase.

2.4. Image

Frank Jefkins (2003:412) interpret the image as an impression (according to the actual

reality) regarding personnel policies, products or services of the organization or com-

pany

Rhenald Kasali (2003:30) Defining image as the impression comes from understand-

ing the reality. The understanding exists because of the information.

3. Methodology

This research is a descriptive research. Descriptive research is a research method

where the variable indicator is the answers to the verbal or written questions (Michael

H. Walizer, 1993, p. 225). According to Neuman (2003), descriptive research give the

complete picture about the situation, social phenomenon and a relationship. This

method makes it possible to examine only one variable or more ([11], hal.12).

This research design is qualitative which implement based on natural condition to

collect data from informant without any interversion ([8], p. 4). The result of this

qualitative research may be applied to the similar situations and circumstances ([9],

p. 29).This research use case study strategy. The qualitative research with case study

strategy. Case study needs an intensive research, use some data sources and limited

by time and research location. The case could be an organization, group of people,
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community, phenomenon, process, issues and campaign program (Irawan, 2006, p.

13).

The primary data collection were conducted in qualitative approach, which involved

interview methods with PT MRT Jakarta Corporate Communication team. Whereas,

the interview scope is all about how the Corporate Communication Bureau in PT MRT

Jakarta make a planning, implementation and evaluation of their communication pro-

gram. This interview also identified what kind of communication activities/campaign

that held to gain public support.

Data Analysis - A qualitative content analysis was chosen to analyze many words of

texts, which are transcribed from interview discussions. Content analysis is a technique

for compressing large amounts of data from the interviews, field notes, and various

types of sources into systematic and fewer categories of text which is based on specific

rules of coding (Steve, 2001). Many previous studies have shown that content analysis

can be a useful method for allowing researcher to discover and describe the focus

of individual, group, institutional, or social attention (Weber, 1990). In this study, the

crucial process in content analysis is categorizing some key words from the given texts

into certain themes.

4. Results & Discussion

PT MRT Jakarta has been trying to communicate with their public since 2009. At that

time, the project was in feasibility study phase. Communications program starts from

determining the corporate identity, building awareness, interest, public education to

create a positive behavior until the issue & crisis management. Their communication

roadmap shows in the following figure:

From this roadmap, we can see that the company set the communication goals

based on the project phase.

In 2010, when the project was still in the feasibility study, the communication strat-

egy is set up to build the public awareness. At that time, the company implemented

many programs to educate public about what MRT is, who PTMRT Jakarta is, where the

first line will be build, why Jakarta need MRT, what will be happened in construction

period (impact) and ask the public support to the project. Those issue became the key

messages in every PR activities because at that time, “the was no people aware about

MRT.” The Company focused on media relations, online media and public road show,

experiential program to educate the publics.
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Figure 3: PT MRT Jakarta communication roadmap. Source: Communication Plan PT MRT Jakarta.

After all the program between 2010 – 2013 there was a quantitative research that

involved 200 respondent’s along the MRT Corridor. The research found that people

already know and aware with the MRT. People said they will support MRT Jakarta

project if the company give a comprehensive information, transparent, immediately

implement and give the affordable price for the passengers.

Those research also showed that public hope that the MRT construction and opera-

tion will be implement as soon as possible. They also hoped that MRT can be a solution

for Jakarta traffic jam problem.

Today, the project is entering the construction phase. This phase required a commit-

ment from the management to build a good communication with the public. Corporate

Communication Bureau has a strategic position under the Corporate Secretary. Corpo-

rate Communication has a direct access to board of director and guide them about the

communication strategy.

The corporate communication run some PR function such as:

• Media Relations

Regular press release about the progress or issues, press conference, maintain-

ing journalist databased, media visit to foreign country that has an MRT system.

• Event Management & Visitor Center

This function manage some exhibition, seminar, and the visitor center construc-

tion. The visitor center will be develop as an information center about MRT. It will
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Logo Competition 

Mock Up Exhibition 

 

Figure 4: PKK & High School Road Show, PT MRT Jakarta Program. Source: PT MRT Jakarta.

provide some education material (brochure, video) and there will be a customer

service people to provide the information that people needs.

• Social Media & Website Management

PT MRT Jakarta has its official website (www.jakartamrt.co.id). It contained a

company information and the construction progress report. Besides that, PTMRT

Jakarta also maintained their follower in social media such as twitter, Facebook

and Instagram. In those platform, the company can make an interactive/two

way communication with its public. Through the social media, the company can

share the information more often and in a casual way (sharing pictures, event

live report and so on)

• Reporting and Internal Communication
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Figure 5: Requirement to support MRT.

Figure 6: People hope about MRT.

PT MRT Jakarta is owned by DKI Jakarta Provincial Government and it is fully

funded by Japanese Loan which also involves central government. It means, the

company responsible for reporting to the government. Report & presentation

preparation is under this reporting and internal communication function. In the

next few years, this function will also handle employee engagement program.

Onong Unchjana Effendy (1999) describe that PR work process is consist of situation

analysis, implementation and evaluation. Corporate Communication in PT MRT Jakarta

have already done those process. They do the situation analysis through daily media

monitoring and public awareness survey. Then, they also has an annual communication

plan as a planning process. This communication plan consist of target audiences, com-

munication purposes, key messages and all programs that will be execute in that year

(including budget and target of implementation time). Then, Before they implement
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the program, there will be a term of reference that contained the program detailed

(from background, purpose, budget, evaluation). At the end of the year, they will make

an evaluation program that measure if the communication program is success or not.

There are some indicators in evaluation process:

1. The number of programs that have been run

2. Public Awareness Index. To get this result, the company hired an external public

relations consultant (expert). This expert will make an annual survey about pub-

lic awareness index. The surveys conducted in various different area in Jakarta

especially around the MRT corridor. So, from this survey, we can know which

area that has a high/low public awareness index.

T 1

Phase Strategy Key Messages Communication Activities

Pra - Construction Building
Awareness about
MRT

Why we need
MRT, Project
Features, Benefit
we gain by using
MRT, Project
Progress

PR: Road Show (Exhibition, Visit to
Project Affected People, and so on),
Media Relations, Endorser,
Experiential Marketing,:MRT Replica
Online Media

Construction
Phase

Build an Interest
and Positive
Behavior

MRT Technology,
Construction
Update, MRT &
Urban Lifestyle

PR: Mall Roadshow, Office Road Show
Advertising: Advertorial, Project Signage
Online Media Experiential Marketing:
Project Visit

Operation Phase Build Desire &
Action

MRT Ease of Use,
MRT usefulness

Promotion: Member Get Member,
Advertising: alternative media in office
building, mall, cinema and other public
area
PR: User testimony, photo contest using
MRT

5. Conclusion

PT MRT Jakarta Realize that the project success is depend on the public support and

acceptance to the project. The company have already implement the communication

strategy as a management function that is planned, implement and evaluate in regular

basis (annual). It means, Public Relations Function and communication strategy has

already attached with the corporate strategy as a whole. It showed by the communi-

cation roadmap that follow the construction period. Means, communications program

has considered the company needs in every project phase.
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There is a suggestion to complete the communication roadmap based on project

phase:
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